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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   3      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1445 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):        Ernest A. Cornley auto repair shop  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1445 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 670, lot 22 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This is a two-story-plus-mezzanine brick masonry building that fills the width of its 32’-6” wide lot.  
Near the top of the building, just below the parapet, is a profiled cornice with block modillions and 
(at the ends) two curvilinear brackets).  Beneath the cornice is a blank frieze.  In the second story, 
four mullions divide the area into five windows.  All of these window, plus the windows in the 
mezzanine and first story, have non-original metal frames.  In addition, non-original siding fills large 
areas of the mezzanine and first story that may originally have been devoted to larger windows than 
now exist there.  Signage covers much of the brick spandrel area between the mezzanine and second 
floor.  At far right, in the first story, is a vehicle entrance. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 – industrial building_________                    _________  
 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 
 


P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 


 
 


View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1916; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
LEONARD A & FAY L FREGOSI  
1445 BUSH ST  
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94109  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  August 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 


2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List)


 
DPR 523A (1/95)   Bush 1445-Fern 1500-AB  *Required Information 







 
DPR 523B (1/95)   Bush 1445-Fern 1500-AB  *Required Information 


(Sketch map with north 
arrow


State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   2    of   3      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  1445 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Ernest A. Cornley auto repair shop  
B2.  Common Name:  Giampolini and Co.   
B3. Original Use:  auto repair  B4.  Present Use:  dry wall and plastering contractors  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1916.  Openings altered at an unknown date. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:   O. R. Thayer  b. Builder:  Joseph B. Reite  
*B10. Significance:  Theme  auto industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance   n/a  Property Type   auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This building was built in 1916 for owners Lacey and Reite to designs by architect O. R. Thayer.  The 
builder was one of the owners, general contractor Joseph B. Reite.  The original building permit states 
that this would be a one-story-plus-basement building (which differs from its actual height) that would 
be used as a machine shop.  The first occupant was a machinist and auto repairman, Ernest A. Cornley.  
In addition to general auto repair he distributed Rayfield carburetors and thermostats, Simplex and 
Duplex governors, Morse silent chains, and ignition parts.  He remained here to 1924. 
 
During 1925-1929 the building was occupied by R. E. Berrios, who performed automobile painting, 
repaired tops, fenders, and radiators, and did brazing and welding.  From 1933-1936 the building was 
occupied by the American Hammered Piston Ring Co.  In all, the building had nearly twenty years of 
use by automobile machinists and repair shops. 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 3.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #65852 (1916), at S. F. Building Inspection Dept., 


1660 Mission Street 
Crocker-Langley, Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse directory 


listings for occupants of this building, 1917-1964 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  August 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   3    of   3      Resource Identifier:    1445 Bush Street  
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date    August 2009     Continuation      Update 
 
 
History (continued) 
 
Occupants from 1937 to 1945 are unknown.  In 1946 several businesses were associated with this 
building, none auto-related.  From at least 1953 to the present the occupant has been Giampolini and 
Co., originally painting contractors and more recently dry wall and plastering contractors. 
 
Integrity 
 
The alterations to the openings in this building involve most of the façade area and can be characterized 
as extensive.  In addition, the parapet and frieze (above and beneath the cornice) look as if they might 
have suffered alterations since the original construction, although this is not certain.  Finally, signage 
obscures much of the brick area.  In sum, the building retains integrity of location and setting, but has 
lost integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.   
 
Evaluation 
 
Although this is one of the older auto-related buildings in the study area, its auto-related use was 
somewhat under twenty years in length, and the building has suffered substantial loss of integrity.  For 
these reasons, the building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register of Historical 
Resources under criteria 1, 2, or 3. 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   4      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1430-1444 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Western Radiator and Fender shop  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1430-1444 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                 *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 667, lot 5 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This is a two-story auto repair shop with brick walls and steel structural columns.  According to the 
building permit, there are “exterior and interior columns of steel,” meaning, in all likelihood, that the 
“exterior” columns were placed immediately adjacent to the brick walls.  The front wall is made of 
tan-colored brick.  Simple cornices stretch across the building just beneath the parapet and at the 
second floor level.  The brick columns are decorated in a restrained manner with minimalist capitals 
of brick in both the first and second stories.  The second story is divided into three bays of equal 
width, each devoted to windows that now have modern, replacement frames or sash.  The first story 
is divided into four bays, the outer two being for vehicle entry and the inner two for pedestrian 
entrances and a storefront.  Of these latter two, one has paired wooden doors and a wooden transom 
that appears to be original.  The other may have originally been a vehicle entrance but now has a 
modern metal frame storefront window and door. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 – industrial building_________                    ______________________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 
 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1913; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
ANDREW M & MIRIAM CANEPA  
100 SANTA YNEZ AVE  
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94112  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
 Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  August 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 


 
DPR 523A (1/95)   Bush 1430-1444-AB  *Required Information 







State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page  2     of   4      Resource Identifier: 1430-1444 Bush Street  
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date   August 2009    Continuation      Update 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advertisement from the 1914 city directory, page 2031, for Western Radiator and Fender Co., proprietor 
Ernest Wildenhayn, newly located in this building. 
 
 
 


 
DPR 523L (1/95)   Bush 1430-1444-AB  *Required Information 







 
DPR 523B (1/95)   Bush 1430-1444-AB  *Required Information 


(Sketch map with north 
a


State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   4      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)    1430-1444 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Western Radiator and Fender shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  auto specialty services shop           B4.  Present Use:           auto specialty services shop  
*B5. Architectural Style:  none  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1913.  Window sash altered at an unknown date. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Engineer:   Leland S. Rosener  b. Builder:  O. W. Britt  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance   n/a  Property Type   auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This building was built in 1913 for owner L. A. Myers, a prolific real estate developer, to designs by 
an engineer, Leland S. Rosener.  It has been occupied by a variety of auto specialty service and repair 
shops since its construction, usually by two or three such businesses at a time.  The first long-term 
occupant was the Western Radiator and Fender shop, proprietor Ernest Wildenhayn, at 1430 Bush 
(1913-1923).  Roughly concurrently, the general auto repair shop of C. F. Degen and B. F. Morse 
occupied the space at 1434 Bush (1916-1923).  Other long-term occupants included Schwerin Brake 
Service at 1430 Bush (1932-1964 -- and currently, per signage); and Muffler Man, at 1444 Bush 
(1953-1964).  Other auto-related businesses in this building included F. J. Sexton, auto repair (1914); 
Bush Street Auto Top (1927); John Peterson, auto painting (1927-1930); Joseph Manegold, trimmer 
(1929); and Automotive Painting Crafts (1940).  One non-auto-related business has occupied the 
building:  J. H. Keefe, interior decorator (1924-1940). 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #50618 (August 6, 1913), at S. F. Building Inspection 


Dept., 1660 Mission Street 
Building and Engineering News, August 13, 1913, 27:2 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory and PT&T reverse 


directories, 1914-1964 
1929 Sanborn insurance map: auto painting 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  August 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   4    of   4      Resource Identifier: 1430-1444 Bush Street  
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date    August 2009     Continuation      Update 
 
 
History (continued) 
 
To summarize, this building’s primarily use was to house businesses offering automotive specialty 
services (radiator and fender, brakes, mufflers, auto painting, tops, and trimming), which it did during 
1913-1923, 1927-1930, and 1932-1964, for a total of 47 years (counting through 1964, the end year of 
the period being studied for this report).  Concurrently, it also housed businesses offering general auto 
repair, during 1914 and 1916-1923, for a total of nine years. 
 
Integrity 
 
All of the window and pedestrian openings in this building except for one have modern metal frames or 
sash.  This is a substantial alteration.  The rest of the building – brick walls and piers, and cornices – 
remains intact.  In sum, this building retains integrity of location; integrity of design and association is 
largely intact; and integrity of materials, workmanship, and feeling are substantially diminished.  
Integrity of setting is diminished through some modern construction in the vicinity.  To summarize the 
integrity of this building in another way, it can be described as “fair.” 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Dating to 1913, this is oldest building in the study area that was primarily devoted to automotive 
specialty services, and is also one of the oldest auto-related buildings of any kind.  It was devoted 
entirely or in part to businesses offering auto specialty services for 47 years, for excellent longevity of 
this use.  In the hierarchy of auto-related uses being studied in this report, auto specialty services ranks 
low, behind auto showrooms (the most important), public garages, multi-use buildings, tire shops, and 
auto supplies and accessories stores.  The integrity of the building can be described as fair, in that it has 
lost almost all of its original window sash, but the rest of the façade remains intact. 
 
Under Criterion 1, this building’s strong points include its very early date of construction and its great 
longevity as an automobile specialty services building.  These points are largely countered by the low 
ranking of auto specialty services in the hierarchy of uses in this study, and the building’s fair integrity.   
In sum, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 1.  
Because none of the occupants of this building was prominent in the automotive industry in San 
Francisco, it also does not appear to be eligible under Criterion 2.  Finally, this building is generally 
lacking in style details, and is very modest for its period.  Thus, it also does not appear to be eligible 
under Criterion 3, for its design. 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   4      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1425-1433 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Albert E. Lattimore auto repair shop  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1425-1433 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                 *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 670, lot 24 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This is a one-story building that, according to the 1929 Sanborn map, is of brick masonry 
construction.  The façade is covered in stucco and has a curvilinear parapet that is reminiscent of the 
Art Nouveau style.  This is the only surviving ornament.  The eastern half of the building is devoted 
to a storefront with replacement metal windows and pedestrian door, and the western half of the 
building is devoted to two vehicle entrances.  Except for the middle and end piers, all of the building 
below the general parapet area is non-original in its materials and design. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP6 – one-story commercial building_________                    _____________________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1915; published building contract  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
CITY RENT A CAR INC  
1433 BUSH ST  
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94109  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
 Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  August 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 


 
DPR 523A (1/95)   Bush 1425-1433-AB  *Required Information 







State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page  2     of  4       Resource Identifier:    1425-1433 Bush Street  
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date   August 2009    Continuation      Update 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 


Photograph of 1425-1433 Bush Street in the 1950s or 1960s. 
San Francisco History Center, Main Library.  Assessor’s Negatives, 1433 Bush. 


 
 
 


 
DPR 523L (1/95)   Bush 1425-1433-AB  *Required Information 
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(Sketch map with 
north


State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   4      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  1425-1433 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Albert E. Lattimore auto repair shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  auto repair  B4.  Present Use:  auto rental  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Art Nouveau  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1915.  Storefronts altered after 1976. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none  
 
 
B9a. Architect:   Joseph Leonard  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   auto industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance   n/a  Property Type   auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This building was built in 1915 for owner Charles M. Myrick to designs by architect Joseph Leonard.  
The occupants of 1915-1917 are unknown, but the subsequent occupant remained for more than 46 
years.  From 1918 to at least 1964 this was the auto repair shop of Albert E. Lattimore.  During his 
several decades in this building he listed his shop as having a variety of specialties, e.g. auto repair 
(1918); auto tops and trimming, plus upholstering, painting, and woodwork (1921-1924); auto builder 
(1927-1930s); auto painting (1950), and auto body repair (1953-1964).  The 1929 Sanborn map lists 
the building’s use as an auto top factory and painting.  This is one of the half-dozen oldest auto repair 
shops standing in the study area of this report (using 1918 as a beginning date), and is also the auto 
repair shop with the greatest longevity of use by a single proprietor. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Edwards Abstracts July 8, 1915 (via Heritage files) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1918-1964 
1929 Sanborn insurance map: auto top factory and painting 
Assessor’s Negatives, SFPL (1433 Bush) 
DCP 1976 survey photo (1433 Bush) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  August 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   4    of   4      Resource Identifier:    1425-1433 Bush Street  
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date    July 2009     Continuation      Update 
 
 
History (continued) 
 
However, the integrity of this building is poor.  A 1976 photograph taken for the Department of City 
Planning shows that this building once consisted of four bays, with storefronts in the eastern two bays, a 
storefront with a pedestrian entrance in next bay to the west, and a vehicle entrance in the westernmost 
bay.  Now the third bay (from the east) has been turned into a second vehicle entrance.  In addition, the 
building once possessed plaster ornament in the piers and transom bars; this has all been removed, along 
with the original window framing. 
 
Integrity 
 
This building retains integrity of location and setting.  Due to the alterations described above, it has lost 
integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.   
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as 
automobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according 
to the criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings 
were auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto 
painting shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry 
in San Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a 
building are its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in 
local auto industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to 
evaluations of buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-
1964. 
 
This building has an early use as an auto repair shop (beginning in 1918), excellent longevity as an auto 
repair shop, and excellent longevity by a single proprietor, Albert E. Lattimore.  However, the integrity 
of the building is poor.  While few auto repair shops in the study area are older, fifteen or more buildings 
used as auto repair shops beginning in the 1910s and 1920s have better integrity.  Due to the loss of 
integrity, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register of Historical resources 
under criteria 1, 2, or 3. 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   5      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1267 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Inverness Garage (#2)  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1267 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                 *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 279, lot 16 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This is a two-story-plus-basement garage building.  The basement level is reinforced concrete, while 
the upper stories are brick masonry, with a front of tan colored face brick.  A profiled cornice with a 
row of dentils stretches the full width of the building, just below the parapet.  The façade is divided 
into four bays, each with a large arched opening.  Brick headers form the arches of the openings, and 
keystones are also formed of brick.  The bay at far left (to the east) is devoted to a vehicle entrance 
with a roll-up metal door, topped by an arched second story window.  The other bays are devoted to 
windows, two stories in height, that are divided by wooden mullions into smaller lights.  The great 
majority of the sash in these windows are wooden, while five others are of replacement metal.  The 
sills are formed of brick headers.  Blue panels of unknown material have replaced glass in the upper 
lights of the first story.  A second vehicle entry, also with a roll-up garage door, can also be found in 
the basement level, at far tight (to the west). 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 – industrial building_________                    _______________________                  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1917-1918; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
SHINAZIA LLC  
1267 BUSH ST  
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
 Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  July 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 
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Detail of cornice, brickwork, and window.  Six lights in this window are filled with blue panels instead 
of glass.  In the bottom row of lights, the middle light has modern steel sash within the wooden frame.  
Aside from the blue panels and this steel sash, this window appears to be unaltered. 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   5      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  1267 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Inverness Garage (#2)  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use: public garage   B4.  Present Use: auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1917-1918. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:   William Helbing  b. Builder:  William Helbing  
*B10. Significance:  Themes   automobile industry, architecture       Area  San Francisco  
 Periods of Significance   1917-1918; 1919-1964 Property Type   auto garage  Applicable Criteria   1, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This building was built in 1917-1918 for owner of record Jennie Helbing, for expected use as a garage 
and machine shop.  Plans, according to the permit, were “by owner.”  The architect and builder 
William Helbing is listed on the building permit as her agent, and undoubtedly he designed and built 
this garage as a speculative investment for his family. 
 
This building was used as a public garage from 1919-1938, and again during 1944 and 1954-1964.  
Turnover in proprietorship was for the most part rapid, especially in the early years; owners included 
Herman and Son (1919), E. Jack King (1920), Crooks and Hanaran (1921), Fred Martin (1922), 
Kurtovich and Dedier (1924-1928), M. M. Vartian (1929-1934), T. A. Brandhofer (1935), C. L. 
DePedro (1936-1938), Edward Smith (1944), and John E. Baranek (1954-1960).  The business was 
called the Inverness Garage during 1935-1938 and again during 1954-1960. 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 3.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: (Sketch map with 
Building permit #78694 (October 15, 1917), at S. F. Building 


Inspection Dept., 1660 Mission Street 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory, for occupants of this building, 1919-1964 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  July 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
This was the second garage in San Francisco to bear the name “Inverness.”  The first was at 1565 Bush.  
When the proprietor of that garage, Al Brandhofer, moved his business to this building in 1935, he took 
the name with him and it remained attached to this building well past the time Brandhofer was here. 
 
At other times this was the auto repair shop of Morris Sudikow (1939-1941), John E. Beranek (1945-
1953), and William Hughson (1960-1972 and afterward).  Counting the fifteen years he ran a repair shop 
and garage here, from 1945-1960, Beranek was the longest-term proprietor in this building. 
 
The last proprietor during the period being studied, William Hughson, owned a Ford dealership at the 
time, and this building was used as auto repair support for his Ford sales.  He had two auto sales 
locations at this time: across the street from this building, at 1270 Bush/1200 Larkin, and at 1400 Van 
Ness.  Hughson had a history of involvement in the auto industry dating back to 1903.  He was a long-
time partner in Hughson and Merton, manufacturers’ agents for auto tires and parts, and sold Ford autos 
from various locations in the study area of this report.  He died in 1967, at age 97, and his business 
continued under his name.  Three other buildings associated with Hughson (besides this building, 1270 
Bush, and 1400 Van Ness) still stand: 550 Van Ness, where Hughson sold autos in 1909-1913, and two 
buildings that served as his auto painting shops. 
 
The designer and builder of this building, William Helbing, was active in San Francisco as a builder 
from the 1890s through at least 1929.  He began by building Victorian-style houses, but by 1906 he was 
building downtown commercial buildings and substantial apartment buildings.  By the 1920s he was 
building tall steel frame and reinforced concrete apartment buildings.  He was prolific, and often built on 
his own account as well as for others as a contractor.  He generally designed the buildings he built 
(especially those he owned), and many of them are very attractive.  Some of his better-known and more 
important buildings include Sam’s Grill, at 364 Bush (1907); the York Hotel, at 940 Sutter (1925); six-
story apartments at 801-809 Van Ness (1927); and six-story apartments at 2127 Broadway (1929). 
 
Integrity 
 
Aside from the use of blue panels in the place of window glass, and the use of replacement metal for 
five window sash, the façade of this building is little changed.  It retains integrity of location, design, 
materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as 
automobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according 
to the criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings 
were auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto 
painting shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry  
 


(Continued on page 4.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
in San Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a 
building are its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in 
local auto industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to 
evaluations of buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-
1964. 
 
Among automobile-related buildings in the study area of this report, 1267 Bush Street was built at an 
early date (1917-1918).  Its use as a public garage was early (beginning in 1919) and had excellent 
longevity (a total of 30 years).  Its use as an auto repair shop was moderately late (beginning in 1939) 
and had moderate longevity (about 14 years to 1964).  Total auto use of this building from construction 
to 1964 was about 46 years.  Because of the early construction date of this building and the longevity of 
its automobile-related uses, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register at the local 
level under Criterion 1, for its overall use a public garage and auto repair shop.  The Period of 
Significance under this criterion is 1919-1964. 
 
This building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2, association 
with persons.  Only one of the proprietors at this building, William Hughson, was historically important 
in his own right, and other buildings survive that are associated with earlier aspects of his career. 
 
Under Criterion 3, design, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register at the local 
level.  With its two vehicle entrances and large expanses of windows, this building is easily recognizable 
as an automobile garage or repair shop, and it is a fine example of such a building type.  The arched 
openings are well-proportioned, and the brick walls provide texture.  It is also a fine example of an early 
commercial building by William Helbing, an architect and builder of some importance.  The Period of 
Significance under this criterion is 1917-1918, the time of construction. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building include its brick walls and brickwork, the arcaded 
composition, the cornice, and all original window sash.  The five replacement metal sash and the blue 
panels that have replaced glazing are not contributing features. 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   6      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1565 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):     Inverness Garage (#1)  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address     1565 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 671, lot 7 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This two-story reinforced concrete garage building fills its 64’-6” by 120’ lot.  It is flanked to the 
east and west by other automobile-related buildings.  The façade of the building is covered in stucco 
that has been very lightly scored to resemble masonry.  The composition is symmetrical, and is 
divided into five bays of unequal width.  The center bay, which contains the entrance, is the widest; 
it is flanked on each side by a narrow bay; and the two outer bays are intermediate in width.  
Unarticulated pilasters with Corinthian capitals, six in number, can be found between these bays and 
along the sides of the building. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1923; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
BROOKS MARIE K REVOC 
TRUST  
1395 VAN NESS AVE 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94109  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  October 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 


Structures.  San Francisco Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued): 
 
At the top of the building are (from top to bottom) a parapet, a profiled cornice, a course of egg-and-dart 
molding, a course of dentils, a frieze with plaster rinceaux, and a course of leafy molding.  Decorative 
shields can be found directly above each pilaster.   
 
The second story is filled mainly by industrial steel sash windows: three in the center bay, one in each 
bay flanking the center, and two in each of the outer bays.  Beneath each of these windows, in the 
spandrel between the stories, is a panel filled with plaster, Classically-styled ornament.  In the center bay 
of the first story are a vehicle entrance and two pedestrian entrances.  These entrances are covered by a 
shallow concrete awning that is curved at the corners.  The vehicle entrance is filled by paired, outward-
swinging steel doors with full-length glazing.  These doors are either original or very early, and are 
among the last vehicle-entrance doors pre-dating World War II in the study area.  To either side of the 
vehicle entrance are two wooden doors, with full-length glazing, for pedestrians.  In the narrow bays 
flanking the center, and in the westernmost bay, are original (or very early) windows with profiled steel 
sash in wooden frames.  The first story of the easternmost bay is filled with two industrial steel sash 
windows over a secondary vehicle entrance.  This secondary entrance has a roll-up door. 
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Detail of entrance.  Paired steel doors for vehicle entry are in the center, and are flanked by wooden 
pedestrian doors with transoms, to either side. 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   4    of   6      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1565 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Inverness Garage (#1)  
B2.  Common Name:  Ellis Brooks used cars  
B3. Original Use: public garage      B4.  Present Use:    used car sales  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1923. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:   none or unknown  b. Builder:  Joseph Pasqualetti (American Concrete Co.)  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance  1923-1940, 1953-1960 Property Type  public garage  Applicable Criteria   1, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This building was built in 1923 by a contracting firm named the American Concrete Company, which 
was owned by Joseph Pasqualetti.  Pasqualetti was also the first owner of this building, and it is clear 
that he constructed this building for himself as an investment.  Pasqualetti was a prolific builder who 
built for himself as well as for clients.  He often performed the design of his buildings in-house, as was 
the case here.   Pasqualetti also built the adjacent building to the west, at 1575-1595 Bush (in 1922-
1923, to designs by Meyer and Johnson). 
 
This building, 1565 Bush, was used as a public garage from its completion in 1923 through 1940.  The 
occupants included the A-B Garage (1923-1926); the Inverness Garage, owned by Al Brandhofer 
(1927-1934); Wigholm’s Garage (Carl Wigholm, 1935-1936); and Civic Center Garage (1938-1940). 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Building and Engineering News, August 11, 1923 
building permit #119315 (August 1923) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1924-1964 
1936 Sanborn insurance map (“garage”) 
1948 Sanborn insurance map (“stock room and auto parts 
warehouse”; connected with 1395 Van Ness) 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  October 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
This was the first of two public garages in San Francisco called the “Inverness.”  The proprietor of this 
garage during 1927-1934, Al Brandhofer, took the name with him when he moved his garage business to 
1267 Bush Street. 
 
Occupants of this building from 1941-1952 are uncertain.  For some of those years, at least, the occupant 
was probably James F. Waters, who owned a De Soto and Plymouth dealership next door to the east, at 
1395 Van Ness Avenue.  The 1948 Sanborn map shows a connection between Waters’ dealership and 
this building, and identifies this one (1565 Bush) as an auto parts warehouse.  Later, during 1953-1960, 
Waters definitely used 1565 Bush) for auto sales and rentals, as an adjunct to this dealership. 
 
History -- Context 
 
This building is one of only three in the study area that retains its original vehicle entrance doors.  The 
other two buildings in the study area with original vehicle entrance doors are 731-799 Van Ness (built in 
1917) and 1946-1960 Van Ness (built in 1920).  1565 Bush is the only one with vehicle doors made of 
metal; the other two buildings have doors made of wood. 
 
Integrity 
 
Save for the roll-up vehicle entrance in the easternmost bay, the exterior of this building appears to be 
unaltered.  The main vehicle entrance in the center bay has very rare original (or early) doors.  This 
building retains integrity of location, design, materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association.   
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1923, this is a moderately early example of a public garage building.  With 17 years of 
such use in its history, it has moderate longevity in this use.  All known automobile use of this building 
through 1964 totals 24 years, for good longevity.  For these reasons, and because of the extraordinarily 
high integrity of this building, including the rare survival of its paired vehicle doors, it appears to be 
eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1, at the local level, for its 
use as a public garage and for auto sales and rental.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 
1923-1940 and 1963-1960, the years the building had these uses. 


(Continued on next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
The original owner, Joseph Pasqualetti, made no personal use of this building except as an investment.  
James Waters was an important auto dealer, but he is better represented by the adjacent building at 1395 
Van Ness Avenue.  None of the earlier garage owners had individual significance in this field.  
Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is an attractive example of the Classical Revival design as applied to an 
automobile garage.  The integrity is exceptionally high.  This building is one of only three in the study 
area that retains its original vehicle entrance, and is the only one with such doors made of metal.  To 
understand the design of vehicle entrances from this period, one must view this building.  The survival 
of the storefront window sash and all of the second story industrial sash is also unusual.  For these 
reasons, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register at the local level under Criterion 
3, for its design.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1923, the year of construction. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width; the scored stucco finish over the 
façade; the parapet, cornice, moldings, and frieze ornament; the Corinthian pilasters and the decorative 
shields above them; the plaster ornament in the spandrel between the stories; industrial steel sash 
windows in the second and first stories; the profiled steel storefront window sash; the paired steel 
vehicle entrance doors in the middle bay; the wooden pedestrian doors that flank the vehicle entrance; 
and the concrete awning that covers these entrances. 
 


 
 


Detail of second story, with sign 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   9      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1540 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):  Electric Storage Battery Co. factory and Eugene S. Miner auto repair shop  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address     1540 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 666, lot 6A 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This two-story, brick masonry building fills the width of its 87’-6” wide lot.  It is faced in red brick 
patterned with simple panels and diamond shapes.  Courses in the brick line up precisely with the 
adjacent building to the east, which was built at the same time for the same owner.  The façade 
composition is symmetrical and divided into three bays. 
 
A narrow cornice stretches across the top of the building.  Its leading edge is decorated with plaster 
ornament that has become obscured by deterioration and paint.  Beneath the cornice are a course of 
dentils and a white belt course.  Four curvilinear brackets of classical style support the cornice and 
interrupt the dentils and belt course.  In the frieze below brick diamond patterns and wider diamonds 
of white can be found.  Another, thicker white belt course defines the lower edge of the frieze. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1916, published building notice  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
1540 BUSH ST LLC  
1540 BUSH ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94109  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  October 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 


Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued): 
 
A band of wood-framed windows stretches across the second story of the building.  Wooden mullions 
divide these windows into wide sections that pivot and flanking narrow sections that are fixed.  Each of 
the above-mentioned sections is in turn divided into multiple lights by wooden muntins.  A transom that 
has been similarly divided tops each window.  All of the pivoting window sections remain intact.  Five 
of the eighteen narrow sections are intact while the other thirteen have been replaced by metal louvers or 
other materials within the original openings.  All of the transoms are also intact.  In sum, about 80% of 
the second story window area retains its original materials. 
 
A spandrel of brick separates the first and second stories.  Diamond patterns similar to those in the frieze 
decorate this spandrel.  Below, in the first story, a large vehicle entrance with wood-framed sidelights 
occupies the middle bay.  A narrower vehicle entrance that leads to the second story can be found in the 
bay to the left, and a storefront window occupies most of the bay at right. This window has a wooden 
frame and appears to be original except for two modern metal dividers inserted into it.  Areas of non-
original sheet metal panels occupy about half the area of the two outer bays. 


 


 
 


Detail of upper story.  All of the windows and transoms that are divided into multiple lights are early or original, 
whereas the narrow vertical windows that are louvered, single pane, or filled in are not. 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   9      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  1540 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Electric Storage Battery Co. factory and Eugene S. Miner auto repair shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use: automobile batteries factory      B4.  Present Use:      auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  restrained Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 


 Built in 1916.  Ramp to second story built in 1927.  
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:    none  b. Builder:  MacDonald and Kahn  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance  1916-1943  Property Type  battery factory, auto repair Applicable Criteria  1, 2, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


Both this building and the one to the east (1522-1524 Bush) were built in 1916 for owner Lawrence A. 
Myers, a prolific real estate developer.  Myers purchased the land these buildings sit upon in January 
1916; had these two buildings constructed upon the land; and then sold both buildings upon 
completion. Both this building and the one to the west, 1522-1524 Bush (also built by MacDonald and 
Kahn), have brick courses that line up precisely, indicating their common development.  The subject 
building (#1540) was sold in September 1916 to George W. Brooks, the secretary of the local Rainer 
Beer agency.  He owned the building as an investment through at least 1938. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 
 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Building and Engineering News, May 17, 1916. 
Building permits #58917 (April 2, 1916) and #157927 (Feb. 9, 1927) 
Sales Ledgers, 1914-1938 (at the Recorder’s Office) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1917-1964 
References continued on page 7. 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  October 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
MacDonald and Kahn 
 
The engineers and builders of this building, MacDonald and Kahn, formed their partnership in 1907 or 
1908, undoubtedly to capitalize on the rebuilding of San Francisco after the earthquake and fire of 1906.  
Both Alan MacDonald and Felix Kahn were engineers, and the latter co-owned a consulting firm 
specializing in reinforced concrete with offices in Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, and 
Seattle.  By 1916 they were designing and building substantial, four-story reinforced concrete buildings 
in San Francisco.  Within the study area of this report they built at least ten buildings, seven of them of 
reinforced concrete.  Due to their expertise in this material they became, during 1931-1935, one of the 
“Six Companies” that built Hoover Dam on the Colorado River. 
 
The first occupant, the Electric Storage Battery Company 
 
The first occupant of this building was the Pacific Coast branch factory of the Electric Storage Battery 
Company of Philadelphia, manufacturers of Exide batteries.  This company had been founded in 1888 
by W. W. Gibbs, and made its first automobile battery (for electric taxicabs) in 1900.  That battery was 
named the “Exide,” short for “excellent oxide.”  Prior to 1916 Exide batteries were shipped to San 
Francisco from the east for sale, but as automobile and battery sales in the west increased, the Electric 
Storage Battery Company elected to create a branch factory in San Francisco.  The manager of the new 
branch, George R. Murphy, selected the just-completed 1540 Bush as its home, and the factory opened 
in late August, 1916.  According to a newspaper article touting the opening, this was the largest storage 
battery factory west of Chicago. 
 
Murphy and all of his staff at the time of opening had reportedly been trained at the home factory in 
Philadelphia.  Equipment on site included (by 1918) a switchboard that could charge about 4,000 
batteries.  It is probable the factory made batteries for a variety of purposes, but it is clear from the 
company’s newspaper ads that automobile batteries were the primary product.  The branch factory had 
two functions: to manufacture new batteries for distribution to sub-agents and service stations along the 
entire Pacific Coast, and to overhaul or repair used batteries.  Agents of the company working under 
Murphy were located (by 1918) in California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Arizona, Idaho, and 
Montana.  There was a retail aspect to the San Francisco factory as well: the general public was invited 
to drive their automobile into the factory and have their old batteries rehabilitated.  During the United 
States’ involvement in World War I, Exide batteries from this plant were used in American battleships, 
submarines, airplanes, and field telephones. 
 
The Electric Storage Battery Company remained in this building, under George R. Murphy as manager, 
for ten years, through 1926.  It then moved to a new location in the Bayview district.  Exide remains in 
business today as a worldwide battery manufacturer. 
 


(Continued on next page.) 
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History (continued): 
 
This is by far the most important of four buildings in the study area that were devoted to use as an 
automobile battery service shop for ten years or more.  The others include: 
 


• 1348-1380 Bush Street.  Willard Storage Batteries, an important brand name, were sold here for 
almost twenty years, from 1917 to 1936.  The integrity of the building is poor, however. 


• 1660 Pine Street.  This building was home to the Gould Storage Battery Co. of California from 
1917-1927.  The battery shop shared this building with a tire shop for this entire period.  As a 
battery-related business it was less important than the Electric Storage Battery Company was. 


• 500 Turk Street.  This was built to house Kahn and Keville, which sold mainly tires but also auto 
batteries, radios, washing machines, and refrigerators for many years beginning in 1936.  Kahn 
and Keville was much more important as a tire shop than as a battery shop. 


 
As far as is known, 1540 Bush is the only building in the study area where auto batteries were actually 
manufactured in large numbers. 
 
The second occupant, Eugene S. Miner 
 
In February 1927 a ramp was built within this building leading from Bush Street to the second story.  
According to the building permit for this work, the building would be divided into two uses: auto repair 
and servicing on the first floor, and auto top, body work, and painting on the second floor.  Presumably 
each floor would be occupied by different tenants. 
 
For the next fourteen years, to 1941, Eugene S. Miner occupied the ground floor of this building for use 
as an auto repair shop.  This was the third and last of his auto repair shops in San Francisco, which he 
ran for a 31 year period. 
 
Born in California in 1880, he began working as a machinist in 1901 for the Sunset Automobile 
Company, managed by engineer and inventor Dorville Libby, Jr. at 1814 Market Street.  It was one of 
the first automobile dealerships in San Francisco, and Miner was thus one of the city’s early auto 
repairmen.  In 1909 or 1910 the two men, engineer and machinist, under the firm name of Libby and 
Miner, opened an auto repair shop at 1415 Van Ness Avenue (extant).  After two years Libby left the 
partnership, and the firm became Miner and Sargent, later Miner, Sargent and Barre.  In 1916 the three 
auto repairmen moved their shop to 1540 Van Ness (demolished).  It remained there until 1927 when 
Miner, by then working solo, moved his shop into the subject building, 1540 Bush. 
 
Eugene S. Miner ran this shop until his death in 1941.  From then to 1943 it was run by a relative, E. W. 
Miner, under the name Eugene S. Miner Company.  That was the last year the shop was in this building; 
it afterward moved to Post Street. 
 
Only two of the upstairs occupants for the period 1927-1943 are known.  They include Pete Boatman 
(1938), and Parnell Battery and Electric Service (1940). 


(Continued on next page.) 
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History (continued): 
 
After 1943 
 
Occupants of this building during 1944-1960 are unknown.  The current occupant, the Charles Henry 
Company, an auto body repair shop, moved into the building sometime during 1960-1961. 
 
Integrity 
 
The vehicle entrance at far left was probably created in 1927, along with the ramp to the second story; it 
falls within the period of significance.  Sheet metal panels in the first story are non-original, and in the 
second story about 20% of the original window sash has been replaced.  The rest of the façade appears 
to be unchanged since the time of construction.   Overall, the building retains integrity of location, 
design, materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association.  
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Criterion 1 
 
This building had continuous automobile-related use from its completion in 1916 through 1943, and 
again from 1961-1964 (the end year of the period being studied), a total of 31 years.  This is thus an 
early example of an automobile-related building, with excellent longevity as such.  The two main 
businesses here during these years were both important ones: 
 


The Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia (1916-1926). 1540 Bush served as their west 
coast factory for making Exide batteries and as their battery service shop.  This firm was of 
nationwide importance as an automobile battery manufacturer, and this, its branch factory, supplied 
batteries for the entire west coast of the United States.  This is probably the most important 
automobile battery factory and repair shop in San Francisco’s history. 
 
Eugene S. Miner, auto repair shop (1927-1941).  This was the third, and longest-lasting location for 
Miner, who repaired automobiles as an employee of others during 1901-1909 and as the owner or 
co-owner of his own shop during 1910-1941.  He was one of the earliest and longest-lasting auto 
repairmen in San Francisco’s history.  His son continued in business here until 1943. 
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Evaluation (continued): 
 
For these reasons, 1540 Bush appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources 
under Criterion 1, at the state level, for its use as a battery factory and service shop, and at the local level 
as an auto repair shop.  The Period of Significance is 1916-1943, the years the building had these uses. 
 
Criterion 2 
 
There is no direct evidence showing that Eugene S. Miner was considered to be especially prominent as 
an auto repairman in his own time.  He was, however, one of the earliest auto repairmen in the city, with 
one of the longest careers as such; and the size of his shop in this building is indicative of a certain level 
of success.  He seems sufficiently important in retrospect that this building appears to be eligible for the 
California Register under Criterion 2 for its association with him. The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1927-1941, the years Miner’s shop was in this building. 
 
Criterion 3 
 
Architecturally, this building is restrained in its use of ornament.  However, the pivoting windows and 
transoms in this building, each divided by muntins into multiple lights, are a dramatic design feature.  
Pivoting wooden windows, once fairly common, have become rare in San Francisco as older windows 
are removed and replaced with aluminum or vinyl substitutes.  Because of the rarity of such windows 
and the length of this row, the texture that the brickwork and wooden elements give to the façade, and 
the generally pleasing three-bay composition, this building appears to be eligible for the California 
Register under Criterion 3, for its design.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1916, the 
year the building was built. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width; the brick façade with diamond-
shaped patterns; the cornice, brackets, course of dentils, belt courses, and frieze; the second story 
windows with their wooden mullions and muntins; the first story windows with their wooden frames; 
and the dimensions and locations of the two vehicle entrance openings.  The metal louvers in the second 
story and the sheet metal panels in the first story are not character defining. 
 
References (continued from page 3) 
 
“Battery Firm Opens Coast Branch.”  San Francisco Chronicle, August 27, 1916, p. 47. 
“Exide Station Located Here.” San Francisco Chronicle, February 17, 1918, p. A-18. 
“Exide Batteries Play Important Part During War.” San Francisco Chronicle, April 6, 1919, p. A-3. 
California Death Index for Eugene S. Miner, via SF Genealogy website. 
Wikipedia entry for Exide. 
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Display advertisement for Electric Storage Battery Company, 1536 Bush Street (now #1540). 
San Francisco Chronicle, May 2, 1921, p. 9 
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Austin Street façade  
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   6      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1522-1524 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any): McCoy Motor Supply Co. store and Crews and Mac Rae Automotive Service shop  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address     1522-1524 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 666, lot 6 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This two-story, brick masonry building fills the width of its 50’ by 120’ lot.  It is faced in brick patterned with 
simple panels and painted light red or pink.  Courses in the brick line up precisely with the adjacent building 
to the west, which was built at the same time for the same owner.  The façade composition is symmetrical, 
with a cornice stretching across the top, bands of windows across the first and second stories, and a large, 
centrally-placed vehicle entrance in the first story.  A smaller vehicle entrance can be found to the right of the 
large one, and wood paneling can be found to the left. 
 
The band of second story windows is divided into three groups by wooden mullions.  Each window sash is 
wooden, pivots at the middle, and is topped by a fixed transom.  Below these windows is a paneled spandrel 
with a dragon sculpture in the center.  Below the spandrel, stretching across the top of the first story, are fixed 
steel sash windows with a Greek key pattern faintly embossed in the steel.  This band of windows is partially 
interrupted by, and helps to frame, the central vehicle entrance. 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking northwest  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1916; building permit, Realdex  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
NONG HELENA  
3428 SAN BRUNO AVE 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94134  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  October 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued): 
 
Ornament is found mainly in the cornice and frieze.  The leading edge of the cornice is embossed with a 
scroll pattern, while a course of vertical reels is in the frieze.  Other ornament is as mentioned above: the 
dragon in the spandrel between the stories, the paneled patterning in the brickwork, and the faintly 
discernable key pattern in the first story window sash. 
 
Materials in the first story below the windows are inexpensive in character and may be the result of an 
alteration.  These materials consist of the wood paneling to the left of the main entrance, a vertical panel 
of stucco over wood between the two entrances, and possibly the framing around the entrances. 
 
Despite the appearance of the materials in this lower zone, which suggest that alterations have occurred 
here, the size and position of the main vehicle entrance must be early, and may be original, as its outline 
is defined by the first story window sash of embossed steel.  The size and position of the smaller vehicle 
entrance at right is probably also early. 


 


 
 


Detail of the upper story and cornice 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   6      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1522-1524 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  McCoy Motor Supply Co. store and Crews and Mac Rae Automotive Service shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use: auto supplies store      B4.  Present Use:  public parking garage  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1916. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Engineers:  MacDonald and Kahn  b. Builder:  MacDonald and Kahn  
*B10. Significance:  Themes   automobile industry, design  Area  San Francisco  
 Period of Significance 1916-1928, 1931-1964  Property Type auto parts, auto repair shop Applicable Criteria 1, 3_       
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


Both this building and the one to the west (1540 Bush) were built in 1916 for owner Lawrence A. 
Myers, a prolific real estate developer.  Myers purchased the land these buildings sit upon in January 
1916; had these two buildings – both intended for the automobile industry – constructed upon the land; 
and then sold both buildings upon completion. Both this building and the one to the west, 1540 Bush 
(also built by MacDonald and Kahn), have brick courses that line up precisely, indicating their 
common development.  The subject building (#1522-1524) was sold in August 1916 to the Melone 
Company, whose identity is otherwise unknown, and which must have purchased it as an investment. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Original building permit of 1916 
Sales Ledgers for 1916, at Assessor-Recorder’s office, City Hall 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1917-1964 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  October 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
MacDonald and Kahn 
 
The engineers and builders of this building, MacDonald and Kahn, formed their partnership in 1907 or 
1908, undoubtedly to capitalize on the rebuilding of San Francisco after the earthquake and fire of 1906.  
Both Alan MacDonald and Felix Kahn were engineers, and the latter co-owned a consulting firm 
specializing in reinforced concrete with offices in Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, and 
Seattle.  By 1916 they were designing and building substantial, four-story reinforced concrete buildings 
in San Francisco.  Within the study area of this report they built at least ten buildings, seven of them of 
reinforced concrete.  Due to their expertise in this material they became, during 1931-1935, one of the 
“Six Companies” that built Hoover Dam on the Colorado River. 
 
Occupants of this building 
 
The first occupant of this building was the McCoy Motor Supply Company, which sold automobile 
supplies on a wholesale basis here during 1916-1928.  Henry D. McCoy was the president and 
presumably the principle owner, though there were three other officers as well.  Previously (since ca. 
1907) he had been an officer and manager of Chanslor and Lyon, San Francisco’s most important auto 
supplies store.  In 1918, of the 133 auto supplies, parts, and accessories dealers then in San Francisco, 
McCoy Motor Supply was the only one that advertised itself as a wholesale house in the city directory.  
In  1927, this was one of ten S.F. firms that advertised itself as a wholesale auto supplies house. 
 
From 1931 through at least 1964 this building generally held two auto repair shops simultaneously, one 
at 1522 Bush (probably in the second story), the other at #1524 (the first story).   A general auto repair 
business, Crews and MacRae Automotive Service, occupied #1524 for this entire period (1931-1964).  
Second floor occupants varied over the years, and included Atkins and Co. auto body works (1931-
1933), Bush Street Body and Fender (1938), Philips and Hanson Automotive Reconstruction (1946), the 
P & D Auto Body Company (1950), Pacific Auto Body Co. (1953-1959), and Gregg’s Body and Paint 
Shop (1964). 
 
In sum, this building held a wholesale auto supply store for twelve years and auto repair shops for 34 
years, for a total of 46 years of occupancy by auto-related businesses. 
 
Integrity 
 
All of the features in the upper zones of this building’s façade – from the first story windows upward – 
appear to date to the original construction.  The vehicle entrances in this building may not be original.  
They are consistent with entrances that would be needed for auto repair shops (the building’s use after 
1931), but not necessarily for an auto supplies store (the original use).  The location and shape of the 
large vehicle entrance must date at least to 1931, and may be original (its shape is defined by the 
window sash, which does seem to be original).  Some of the materials below the first story windows are 
probably the result of an alteration.  Overall, the building retains integrity of location, design, materials, 
workmanship, setting, feeling, and association dating at least to 1931, and most likely to 1916 as well. 
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Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1916, this is an early example of an automobile supplies store. With 12 years of such use 
in its history, it has moderate longevity in this use.  It is one of the four most important surviving auto 
supply stores in the study area.  The former Chanslor and Lyon store at 740-768 Polk Street is by far the 
best example of this business type.  Following that building in importance are three other buildings, 
including this one at 1522-1524 Bush; 1033-1037 Polk Street (which held an auto supplies store in its 
two storefronts from 1920-1933); and 1430-1480 Van Ness Avenue (which held an auto supplies store 
in one of its storefronts from 1912-1930, but which has been altered more than the others listed above). 
 
This building also held auto repair shops from 1931 to at least 1964.  This represents a moderately late 
date and excellent longevity for such use.  Many surviving buildings in the study area were used an auto 
repair shop at an earlier date, but only about fourteen had comparable longevity of such use. 
 
For these reasons, and because of its good integrity, the building appears to be eligible for the California 
Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1, at the local level, for its early use as an automobile 
supplies store and its long use an auto repair shop.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 
1916-1928 and 1931-1964, the years the building had these uses. 
 
H. D. McCoy was an early auto supplies dealer, but only one of many such in San Francisco by the mid-
1910s.  Neither he nor any of the auto repair shop owners stands out as being very important in his field.  
Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is modest.  However, the pivoting windows in this building are a dramatic 
design feature, and they relate well to the cornice above, which has appealing detailing.  Pivoting 
wooden windows, once fairly common, have become very rare in San Francisco as older windows are 
removed and replaced with aluminum or vinyl substitutes.  Because of the rarity of such windows, and 
the length of this row, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 
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Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, the brick façade, the cornice and 
frieze, all first and second story windows, the spandrel and dragon sculpture, and the dimensions and 
locations of the two vehicle entrance openings. 
 


 
 


 
 
 


Austin Street facade 
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Page   1    of   4      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1441 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):  Gene Valla Tire Company store  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1441 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                 *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 670, lot 23 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This is a one-story commercial building that, according to the original building permit, is made of 
brick.  The façade is covered with a coating of stucco, and the top of the building takes the form of a 
stepped parapet with profiled trim running along the top.  The front surface of the parapet is 
decorated with a centrally-placed, classically-styled shield.  Below the parapet, a profiled cornice 
runs the width of the building.  Below the cornice are, in turn, a course of egg-and-dart molding, a 
course of dentils, and a blank frieze with painted signage.  Below this frieze, the composition is 
divided into two bays that are framed by pilasters, each with a profiled cap and base.  The bay at left 
is devoted to a solid space that was once a window (now filled in), a transom of six lights (one of 
which is now filled), a profiled transom bar, and a pilaster that supports the transom bar.  The bay at 
right is devoted to a vehicle entrance.  Originally the transom extended across both bays, but the 
vehicle entrance has been raised in height to occupy the area formerly filled by the transom.  


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 – industrial building_________                    _________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1913; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
FREGOSI LEONARD A & FAYE 
1445 BUSH ST  
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94109  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  August 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Photograph of 1441 Bush Street, ca. mid-1960s.  In this photograph the original paired wooden vehicle 
entrance doors are visible.  San Francisco History Center, Main Library.  Assessor’s Negatives, 1441 
Bush. 
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(Sketch map with north arrow 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   4      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  1441 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Gene Valla Tire Company store  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  automobile sales  B4.  Present Use:  auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 


Built in 1913. Some time after the 1950s the right half of the transom was removed, the vehicle entrance was raised in 
height, and the window at left was filled in. 


*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:   E. P. Antonovich  b. Builder:  William Martin  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance   1913-1951  Property Type   auto shop  Applicable Criteria   1  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This building was built in 1913 for F. W. Noltemeier to designs by architect E. P. Antonovich.  The original use, 
during 1913-1914, was as the automobile showroom of Dillon-Goodwin, a company about which nothing else is 
known.  Subsequently, during 1915-1921, this was the automobile repair shop of F. L. Terry.  From 1922 to 
1925 the building was occupied by Sherman C. Braxton’s Western Vulcanizing and Retread Company. 
 
The next occupant stayed for a much longer period.  For 24 years, from 1927 to 1951, this was the Gene Valla 
Tire Company.  Gene Valla sold tires here (Dayton tires in 1927) and, like his predecessor, did vulcanizing and 
retread service.  This appears to have been the last automobile use of the building for some time; the building 
was vacant during 1953-1956 and was used as a warehouse in 1964.  It has returned to use as an automobile 
repair shop. 
 
Some time after the 1950s the western (right) half of the transom was removed, the vehicle entrance was raised 
in height, and the window at left was filled in. 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #50456 (July 30, 1913), at S. F. Building Inspection 


Dept., 1660 Mission Street 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1914-1964 
1929 Sanborn map (vulcanizing, garage in basement) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  August 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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Integrity 
 
Façade alterations include the removal of the right (western) half of the transom, and the filling in of the 
window area and of one transom light.  The façade is otherwise intact.  The building retains integrity of 
location, materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association; while integrity of design is 
diminished but mostly intact. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1913, this is one of the oldest automobile-related buildings in the study area, and probably 
in San Francisco.  Its use as a tire shop from 1922 to at least 1951 (about thirty years) was moderately 
early and had excellent longevity.  Its overall automobile-related use was about 38 years, from 1913 to 
at least 1951.  Because of its early history as an automobile-related building, its excellent longevity as a 
tire shop, its greater longevity for all auto-related uses, and its good integrity, this building appears to be 
eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1.  The Period of 
Significance under this criterion is 1913-1951. 
 
The building had good longevity, from a moderately early date, of use as Gene Valla’s tire shop, from 
1927-1951 (24 years).  Nevertheless, this was a small tire shop.  It is doubtful that a strong case can be 
made for Valla’s importance as a tire shop owner, and accordingly, this building does not appear to be 
eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is modest, and restrained, and thus this building does not appear to be 
eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The parapet, shield decoration, cornice, egg-and-dart and dentil courses, the blank frieze, all other 
moldings, the two pilasters with their caps and bases, the transom and profiled transom bar, the pilaster 
that supports the transom bar, and the stucco surface of this building are the character-defining features. 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   5      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1601 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):          Crowe Tire Company  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address     1601 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 672, lot 1 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This two-story steel frame and reinforced concrete automobile service building fills its 120-foot by 
144’-9” lot at the southwest corner of Bush and Franklin streets.  The surface of the building is 
covered in stucco.  This stucco is scored on the first story support piers but is flat elsewhere.  There 
is no cornice, but a slight indentation in the surface across the top of both façades may be an 
indication that a cornice once existed.  Below this indentation is a blank frieze.  Bands of industrial 
steel sash windows stretch across the second story of each façade.  Other, smaller steel sash windows 
can also be found in the western half of the first story of the Bush Street façade.  Non-original 
plywood panels fill the spandrel area between the stories on each façade.  The first story is entirely 
open on the Franklin Street side (except for support piers) and is partially open along Bush Street.  
This open area allows for vehicle access to the shop area and serves in part as parking.  Behind the 
parking area, set back from Franklin Street but visible from that street, is an office. 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking southwest, showing 
Bush Street façade.  June 2009.  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1930; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
ROBERT A&SALLY M 
REINGOLD R  
126 SHOOTING STAR ISLE 
FOSTER CITY CA  94404  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  October 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 


Structures.  San Francisco Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Franklin Street façade (the principle façade) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3   of   5      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)      1601 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Crowe Tire Company  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  tire service       B4.  Present Use:  tire service  
*B5. Architectural Style:  none  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 


Built in 1930.  The building has had its present appearance, including probable loss of cornice, possible loss of other 
ornament, and the addition of plywood to the spandrel area for signage, since at least 1954. 


 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:  construction supervised by Mel I. Schwartz    b. Builder: unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   auto industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    n/a  Property Type    tires shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 


This building was built in 1930 for owner Ray Schwartz.  No architect was listed in the building 
permit, but architect Mel I. Schwartz was listed as the supervisor of construction, and he may have also 
designed the building.  Mel I. Schwartz was not prolific, and is best known as the architect of the Dr. 
Albert Abrams house at 2151 Sacramento Street (1921).  On his own he also designed a very fine 
house at 2112 Lake (1929) and some commercial buildings, most notably 79 New Montgomery Street.  
In partnership with S. Heiman, during the late 1910s, he designed a few houses in Forest Hill and three 
auto-related buildings on the 1600 block of Pine Street. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 


History 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #183294 (December 24, 1929)  
1936 Sanborn insurance map (“auto service, tires”) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1932-1964 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  October 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
This building has been occupied by tire dealers for most, and perhaps almost all of its history.  A 
notation on the original building permit application of December 24, 1929 states that the Board of 
Supervisors had recently passed a resolution allowing the Firestone Tire Company to operate an auto 
supply station on this site.  Evidence of Firestone’s presence here is spotty, however.  No tire company 
of any name can be found at this location in the 1931 city directory.  The Crowe Tire Company occupied 
this building during 1932-1937, and the Tire Service Company was here during 1941-1942.  They may 
have been Firestone distributors, but this is not known for a fact.  A business called the Firestone Store 
definitely occupied this building during 1951-1953, and may have been here earlier, in 1938 and 1946.  
(R. L. Polk city directories for that period do not list Firestone or any other tire dealer here, but street 
address directories state, vaguely, that Firestone was at “Bush and Franklin” then.  That could have been 
either in this building or at the southeast corner of the intersection.)  A Goodyear tire distributor, Davis 
and Myers, occupied this building from 1954 to at least 1964, and a tire shop is here at present. 
 
In sum, tire shops are known to have been here for about 21 years during 1930-1964.  Although tire 
shops may have been here during other years, the record of their presence is lacking in city directories. 
 
A photo of this building dated September 1954 (see p. 5) shows the building as it is today.  If a cornice 
or frieze decorations had ever existed, such features had been removed by this date.  The plywood across 
the spandrel area is present in the photo, and may have been newly installed for the purpose of signage. 
 
Integrity 
 
Original steel sash windows remain.  A cornice probably once existed, and is now removed.  Any frieze 
ornament that may have been present is now gone.  Non-original plywood fills the area between the two 
stories.  The ground floor area is largely open and may have been since 1930.  A photograph dated 1954 
shows that the building had its current appearance then. 
 
The integrity of this building for two periods will be considered here.  For 1930:  The overall integrity of 
this building considered from that date is difficult to assess with confidence, but the building seems to 
retain integrity of location, setting, and association; while integrity of design, materials, workmanship, 
and feeling are doubtful.  For the period since 1954:  The building retains integrity in all areas. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
 


(Continued on next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1930, this is a moderately late example of an automobile tire shop.  With at least 21 years 
of such use known in its history to 1964, it has good to excellent longevity in this use.  The integrity of 
the building considered from 1930 is doubtful.  The integrity considered from 1954 is high, but the 
importance of this building as a tire shop since that date is minor.  For these reasons, the building does 
not appear to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1. 
 
No known occupant of this building appears to have had individual significance in his field.  
Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is quite plain.  The large open area in the first story could be considered 
interesting as an early example of creating such a recess to allow auto access, as opposed to the usual 
vehicle entrance used in older buildings; but it is not certain this feature is original.  In sum, this building 
does appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 


 
 


 
 


1601 Bush Street in September 1954, when Davis and Myers, a distributor of Goodyear tires, had newly 
opened in the building.  The building looked essentially the same then as it does now.  Note the band of 
plywood across the entire width of the Franklin Street façade and a third of the Bush Street façade (at 


the top of the first story).  It serves as a place for signage and may have been installed in 1954 by Davis 
and Myers.  From the San Francisco History Center, Main Library, photo #AAC-6704. 
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Page   1    of   8      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1270 Bush/1200 Larkin  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Taxicab Co. of California garage--William L. Hughson Ford dealership  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1270 Bush/1200 Larkin    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                  *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 278, lot 8 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This building is located at the northeast corner of Bush and Larkin streets and fills its lot, which 
measures 137’-6” square (i.e., a full 50-vara lot).  For most of its length on Bush Street this building 
is one story plus an attic in height, but due of the slope of Bush Street, it becomes two full stories at 
its western end (at Larkin Street).  An announcement in an architectural journal of this building’s 
planned construction stated that it would be of Class A construction, with a “complete” steel frame, 
brick exterior walls, and a concrete floor.  The exterior walls are tan-colored pressed brick that have 
been painted on the lower level.  These brick walls are backed up by vertical steel beams that support 
the reinforced concrete main (second story) floor. 
 
         (See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:   HP6 – two-story commercial building; HP8 – industrial building_________                    ______  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking southwest  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1914; published building notice  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
VRIONIS INVESTMENT 
PROPERTI ES  
4115 BLACKHAWK PLAZA CIR  
DANVILLE CA  94506  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
 Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  July 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued) 
 
The eastern half of this building has a gabled roof, while the western half has a pyramidal roof that is 
nearly hidden behind a low parapet.  On both the Bush and Larkin sides the gable and parapet walls are 
topped by a course of brick headers and a lower course of stretchers, each projecting very slightly 
beyond the wall plane.  Below the parapet, a profiled cornice wraps around both facades.  This cornice is 
decorated with alternating triglyphs and metopes, with circular medallions filling the metopes.  
Immediately beneath the cornice is a course of egg-and-dart molding.  It is this cornice and molding that 
gives the building its Classical Revival style. 
 
Windows in the main story are divided by wooden mullions into five parts, each of which is further 
divided by wooden muntins into many lights.  In a few placed muntins have disappeared, resulting in 
larger panes of glass.  The window within the eastern wing rises to a full arch, within the gabled area of 
the building.  Here the window composition interrupts the cornice, which is otherwise continuous.  
Spandrels beneath the main story windows are paneled, with profiled edges.  In the lower story, 
openings are variously devoted to vehicle entry or are filled with replacement steel frame windows.  A 
vehicle entrance can also be found at the eastern end on the Bush Street side. 
 


 
 


View looking NE at the Larkin Street side of the building 
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Top photo:  Detail of arched window on Bush Street 
Bottom photo:  Detail of window on Larkin Street side
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 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1270 Bush/1200 Larkin  
B1. Historic Name:  Taxicab Co. of California garage--William L. Hughson Ford dealership  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  taxicab garage  B4.  Present Use:  tire sales and auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1914. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:   Sylvain Schnaittacher  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   taxicab and automobile industries     Area    San Francisco  
 Periods of Significance  1914-1928, 1944-1964  Property Type   garage  Applicable Criteria   1, 2, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


Taxicab companies in this building, 1914-1928 
 
The original owner and occupant of this building was the Taxicab Company of California.  This 
business was one of the first four automobile taxicab companies in San Francisco, each of them having 
been founded in 1908 or 1909.  By 1914, when this building was built, the Taxicab Company of 
California was one of seven such businesses in the city.  According to a building notice published just 
before construction began, the one story section of this building (the eastern portion with a gabled 
roof) was to be occupied as a garage for cars, while the two story section (the western portion) was to 
be a machine and repair shop.  This is the earliest building known to have been built as a taxicab 
garage in San Francisco, and is also by far the oldest known taxicab garage in the city. 
 
          (Continued on page 5.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building and Industrial News, April 22, 1914, 13: 2-3 
San Francisco Chronicle, May 30, 1914, p. 11 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, PT&T reverse directory, 


and PT&T yellow pages, 1915-1964 
1929 Sanborn insurance map 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  July 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
The Taxicab Company of California occupied this building until 1922.  From that year to 1928 it was 
occupied by Yellow Cab Co. plus other cab companies (e.g. Black and White, Yellow Checker, and 
Graystone).  In sum, taxicab companies occupied this building for fourteen years.  Note:  After 1928 the 
Yellow-Checker Cab Company Consolidated moved to 245 Turk Street, its longtime home (now 
demolished). 
 
1929-1933 
 
Occupants of this building over the next sixteen years are only partially known.  During 1930-1934 an 
auto parts and accessories business known as the Safety House occupied the western portion of this 
building (1200 Larkin).  Merchants’ Parcel Delivery Service occupied the eastern portion (1270 Bush) 
in 1938, and the Universal Garage Annex occupied the building during 1938-1940. 
 
William L. Hughson’s Ford dealership, 1943-1980 
 
This building became the Ford dealership of William L. Hughson in 1943.  Hughson was one of the 
earliest auto dealers in San Francisco, beginning in 1903, and he continued to sell autos in this city until 
his death in 1967.  During his early years as an auto dealer he sold several brands of automobiles, 
including Ford; but beginning in 1921, and including the years he occupied 1270 Bush/1200 Larkin, he 
concentrated in selling Ford and related brands.  In his later years he was touted as being the world’s 
first Ford dealer, and for this reason there is a collection of William L. Hughson’s papers in the Ford 
Motor Company archives. 
 
Because of Hughson’s importance as a San Francisco automobile dealer, this account will outline his 
history and state which of his auto dealership buildings in San Francisco still stand. 
 
From 1899 into the 1950s he was partner in Hughson and Merton, manufacturers’ agents, which initially 
represented makers of buggies and bicycles, but soon became connected to the automobile industry.  It 
later sold automobile parts to the public, including (in 1909-1915) Ajax tires and Jones speedometers.  
More research remains to be done on the kinds of products that Hughson and Merton sold or 
represented. 
 
Early in 1903 William L. Hughson and partners founded the Holle Automobile Manufacturers 
Company, with Hughson as president.  Their auto showroom was located at 1814 Market Street, near 
Van Ness Avenue, and sold Ford, Duryea, and Acme cars.  1903 was also the year that Ford Motor 
Company was founded.  According to stories told by Hughson later in life, he traveled to Detroit that 
year to purchase bicycles, met Henry Ford, and with his partners invested $5,000 in the purchase of 
some of the first Ford autos. 
 


(Continued on page 6.) 
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History (continued) 
 
The Holle showroom on Market Street was destroyed in the 1906 earthquake and fire.  Hughson and his 
partners re-incorporated then as the Standard Motor Car Company and opened a modest showroom in a 
wooden building at 503 Golden Gate Avenue.  That building, too, was destroyed by a fire in 1908.  
Their next location, for one year, was at 343-347 Golden Gate Avenue (no longer standing).  From 
1909-1913 Hughson’s Standard Motor Company was located in a substantial new brick building at the 
southeast corner of Golden Gate and Van Ness avenues (extant; now numbered 550 Van Ness).  Here, 
they sold Stoddard-Dayton, Ford, Velie, and Baker Electric autos and Federal trucks.  Standard also had 
an auto showroom in Oakland during these years. 
 
In 1913 Hughson and his partners re-incorporated again, this time for the purpose of attracting a Kissel 
Kar franchise.  They formed the Pacific Kissel Kar Branch and moved their showroom into a block-long 
building at the northwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and Geary Street (no longer standing).  The 
officers were William L. Hughson as president, two of his former vice-presidents at Standard Motor Car 
Co., and a vice-president of the Kissel Kar company.  For the next five years Kissel Kar was the major 
brand that they featured, but they also sold Ford and Federal trucks.  They also had a Los Angeles 
location where they sold Baker Electrics in addition to the above brands. 
 
In 1918 Hughson and his partners reorganized yet again, as the William L. Hughson Company, 
apparently to emphasize their line of Ford autos over Kissel Kar line, which they dropped in early 1919.  
Two years later, in 1921, Hughson moved into his largest building yet, at the southeast corner of 
Eleventh and Market streets (no longer standing).  Hughson remained here through 1943, selling Ford 
autos and trucks, Fordson tractors, Lincoln and Mercury autos, and Federal trucks. 
 
In 1943-1945 Hughson moved for the last time, to two buildings at 1270 Bush/1200 Larkin and 1400 
Van Ness (also extant).  He remained in both buildings until his death in 1967, at age 97.  During most 
of these years he used 1400 Van Ness as his auto showroom while using 1270 Bush/1200 Larkin as his 
head office and service center.  During some years he also sold new automobiles from 1270 Bush/1200 
Larkin (e.g. in 1943-1946, 1953, 1964).  The latter building (i.e., the one being evaluated on this form) 
was always his head office, according to city directory listings. 
 
He also occupied other buildings during the 1940s-1960s in addition to the above two.  During 1945-
1950 he occupied 1361 Bush (extant but altered) as an auto painting shop.  From 1951 to at least 1959 
he occupied 2020-2034 Van Ness Avenue both as a used car salesroom and an auto painting shop 
(extant).  During approximately 1957-1964 he also occupied 1415 Van Ness and 1350 Van Ness as used 
auto sales rooms (both extant).  In 1961, he occupied 1267 Bush for use as an auto repair shop (extant).   
 
After Hughson’s death in 1967 his Ford dealership continued to be located in this building (1270 
Bush/1200 Larkin) through at least 1980.  The building was used as a showroom and, later, as a parts 
and service center. 
 


(History continued on page 6.) 
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The architect, Sylvain Schnaittacher 
 
Sylvain Schnaittacher (1874-1926) produced a large body of distinguished work during his career of 
almost thirty years in San Francisco.  He was a native San Franciscan, trained locally, and apprenticed 
with architect A. Page Brown for several years, until the latter’s death in 1896.  Shortly afterward he 
opened his own practice, interrupted by a year-long tour of Europe to study the architecture of that 
continent. 
 
His practice was diversified, including commercial, industrial, club, institutional, and residential 
buildings.  His best-known work is Temple Emanu-El, designed in association with Bakewell and 
Brown.  Other important works include the automobile showroom at 1699 Van Ness Avenue (1919, 
1923; in the study area of this report), the Argonaut Club at the northwest corner of Post and Powell 
(1909; now Borders Books), the Harcourt Hotel at 1105 Larkin Street (1906), the Post Arms Apartments 
at 839 Post Street (1925), and the Musicians’ Union Local No. 6, at 230 Jones Street (1924).  Among his 
fine residences were several in Presidio Heights and a pair at 130 and 140 Sea Cliff Avenue (1920).  
Several of his better buildings have been demolished, including two in the study area of this report, 
Heald’s College, at 1201 Van Ness (1913), and the adjacent garage at 1240 Post Street (1919). 
 
Integrity 
 
New framing and sash for openings in the lower story is the only alteration of note; the brick walls in 
that story have also been painted.  The rest of the lower story and virtually all of the upper story remain 
intact.  In sum, this building retains integrity of location, design, materials, workmanship, setting, 
feeling, and association.   
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as 
automobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according 
to the criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings 
were auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto 
painting shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry 
in San Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a 
building are its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in 
local auto industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to 
evaluations of buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-
1964. 
 


(Continued on page 8.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
Under Criterion 1, this building has significance in two ways.  The first, its early use as a taxicab garage, 
has little relationship with the theme of automobile support structures.  It is significant instead because 
this taxicab garage was built only several years after the automobile taxicab industry was founded in San 
Francisco; and this was a large taxicab garage, probably one of the largest such in the city when it was 
built.  Additionally, this is the only large building known to survive that had a sustained use as a taxicab 
garage before World War II.  (A few buildings in the study area of this report had very brief uses as 
taxicab garages.)  Accordingly, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register under 
Criterion 1 at the local level; the Period of Significance for its use under this criterion is 1914-1928. 
 
Under Criterion 2, association with persons, this building is significant for its use as an auto sales 
building by William L. Hughson.  Hughson’s use of this building is late (beginning in 1943), and for 
most years during the 1940s-1960s he divided his operations between this building (head office and 
service shop) and 1400 Van Ness Avenue (his principle showroom).  However, Hughson was so 
important as a Ford dealer in San Francisco, especially from 1921 onward, that both of these buildings 
(this one and 1400 Van Ness) possess historical significance because of his use of these buildings.  This 
is especially true because his previous buildings at Geary and Van Ness and at 11th and Market no 
longer stand. Accordingly, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 
2 at the local level; the Period of Significance under this criterion is 1944-1964. 
 
Under Criterion 3, design, this building has significance as an outstanding example of automobile garage 
design.  The segregated uses of this building during its early years (garage in the eastern, or uphill 
portion; and service area in the western, lower portion) is reflected in the different roofs these two 
sections have (gabled and pyramidal); yet the two parts of the building are unified through a common 
cornice and similar fenestrations.  The quality of the brickwork and other detailing is high.  The architect 
of this building is important in San Francisco’s architectural history, and this is one of his better 
surviving buildings. Accordingly, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register under 
Criterion 3 at the local level; the Period of Significance under this criterion is 1914, the year the building 
was built. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building include its brick walls and brick patterning, the roofline 
of the building, the cornice, the courses of egg-and-dart molding, original window sash, the spandrel in 
the eastern wing facing Bush Street, and the structural steel frame.  The painting on the bricks and non-
original window frames are non-contributing features. 
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PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
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 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   4      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1361 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Monarch Garage  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1361 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN               *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 669, lot 12A 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This is a two-story brick masonry garage incorporating (according to a published building notice) 
steel structural elements.  The façade is dominated by an overscaled central parapet that is 
pedimented in shape and is topped by a profiled cornice.  A large classical cartouche decorates this 
pediment immediately beneath the peak.  In the second story, a central arched window is flanked by 
tripartite rectangular windows.  All of these windows have replacement metal sash or frames.  The 
spandrel between the two stories and the first story area of the end piers have non-original 
rustication.  In the second story, the pressed brick facing has been painted blue.  In the first story, 
what was once a large open area for vehicle entry has been filled in for office use. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP6 – two-story commercial building_________                    _______________________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1914; published building notice  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
TSE-CHAN CHIU LIN  
2068 14TH AVE  
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94116  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  August 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Photograph of 1361 Bush Street from the Planning Department’s 1976 historic buildings survey
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
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BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   4      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1361 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Monarch Garage  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  public garage  B4.  Present Use:  offices (?)  
*B5. Architectural Style:    
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1914.  Windows replaced and pent roofs removed after 1982. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none  
 
 
B9a. Architect:   Grace Jewett  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme    auto industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance   n/a  Property Type   public garage  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This garage was built in 1914 for owners Alice Mertz et. al. to designs by architect Grace Jewett.  A 
building notice from 1914 stated the garage would be brick and steel in construction, with a cement 
floor, metal window sash, steel roof trusses, a pressed brick exterior, and interior finish of pine.  It 
added “This building will contain a completely equipped machine shop, office, and storage space.” 
 
The building was occupied as a public garage from 1914 to 1941, under at least six proprietors during 
that period.  It was known as the Monarch Garage until 1933 and thereafter as the Imperial Garage.  
During at least two of these years (1933, 1940) the space in this building was shared with auto repair 
shops.  The building had a capacity of 75 cars. 
 
William L. Hughson’s auto painting shop was in this building during 1945-1950, followed by Stop ‘N 
Time Brake Service (1953) and Neal McNeil’s auto wholesale house (1964).  (See Continuation Sheet, p. 3) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building and Industrial News, March 18, 1914, p. 14, col. 2 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings, 1915-1964 
1929 Sanborn insurance map (Monarch Garage; 75 car capacity) 
DCP 1976 survey photo 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  August 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
A photograph taken by the Planning Department for its 1976 survey of historic buildings reveals that 
this building originally had industrial steel sash in the second story windows, and cornices or pent roofs 
with block modillions over the rectangular windows.  It also shows that the current rustication in the 
spandrel and end piers is non-original. 
 
The architect, Grace Jewett, practiced in San Francisco from 1912 to 1923.  After Julia Morgan, she was 
one of the three most important woman architects in San Francisco’s history, along with Ida McCain and 
Gertrude Comfort Morrow.  Jewett designed apartment buildings and a small number of industrial 
buildings as well as houses and flats.  Among her more important works is the Regina Apartments at 
972 Bush Street (1913).  In 1924 she moved to Los Angeles. 
 
Integrity 
 
The building’s major design motif, the large pedimented parapet, remains intact, and the placement of 
the windows remains the same, and so this building retains integrity of design and association, if only 
barely.  The building also retains integrity of location.  The loss of the original window sash and pent 
roofs, and the addition of rustication, has resulted in lost integrity of materials, workmanship, and 
feeling.  The setting of the building remains partially intact. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as 
automobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according 
to the criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings 
were auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto 
painting shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry 
in San Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a 
building are its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in 
local auto industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to 
evaluations of buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-
1964. 
 
This building is one of the oldest public garages in the study area (only two are older), and is 
undoubtedly one of the oldest in the city as well.  Its longevity of use as a garage, from 1914 to 1941 (27 
years) is good, and its longevity of overall automobile use (1914 to 1964) is excellent.  Nevertheless, the 
alterations to this building are very substantial.  If either the original window sash or the pent roofs 
remained the integrity would be substantially better.  Because of their loss, seven public garages in the 
study area that date to the 1910s, and several others from the 1920s, have much better integrity.  For 
these reasons this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register of Historical 
Resources under criteria 1, 2, or 3. 
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    NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 Other Listings       
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Page   1    of   4      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1455 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any): George H. Woodward automobile machine shop  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1455 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 670, lot 20 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP8 – industrial building_________                    _________  


This is a two-story brick masonry building that fills the width of its 50-foot wide lot.  The façade is 
clad in textured bricks that vary subtly in hue from tan to brown.  The top of the building takes the 
form of a parapet that curves upward to become slightly taller end piers.  Below the parapet is a 
profiled cornice with a course of dentils.  In several places the brick walls are slightly recessed to 
form rectangular panels; this occurs beneath the cornice, to either side of the second story windows, 
and in the spandrel area between the stories.  In composition, the façade is divided into two bays.  In 
the second story, each bay has a four-part window with three wooden mullions and double-hung 
wood sash.  In the first story, a large storefront window is at left and a vehicle entrance of equal size 
is to the right.  Both openings possess transoms (now filled with signage) with original transom bars.  
The storefront window at left has original profiled metal framing and three dividers, one of which is 
original or early, and the other two of which are replacements. 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1913, ca. 1914; building permit, 
Sales Ledgers  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
LANG FAMILY TRUST  
30 FANNING WY 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94116  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  August 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 


Structures.  San Francisco Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1455 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  George H. Woodward automobile machine shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  machine shop for auto parts    B4.  Present Use:  fitness training, sewing  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  The western half of this building was built in 1913.  The eastern half was added in ca. 1914. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect: unknown  b. Builders: McWhirter and Drake (brickwork); Frasier and Frasier (carpentry, millwork, sheet metal)  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance   1913-1960  Property Type   automobile machine shop   Applicable Criteria    1, 2  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 


This 50-foot wide building was constructed in two parts.  The western 25-foot portion of the building 
was constructed in 1913 for owner George Woodward.  A year later, in August 1914, Woodward 
purchased the 25-foot lot adjacent on the east and soon afterward built the eastern half of this building 
in matching style.  The construction probably occurred in late 1914 or early 1915; city directory 
listings and a Sanborn insurance map prove it was complete by 1918. 
 
The original owner, George H. Woodward, occupied the building as a machinist of auto parts from the 
date of its construction until 1946.  The 1921 city directory gives some detail, stating that Woodward 
performed crankshaft and cylinder grinding and manufactured piston rings and wrist pins here.  The 
1929 Sanborn map more concisely labels this building as a “piston factory.”  Woodward remained here 
until 1946.  For a few years, from at least 1918-1921, he leased part of the building to Petry (Victor) 
and Brandt (R.), who ran an auto repair shop here specializing in Stevens-Duryea autos. 


History 
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(Sketch map with north arrow 
required)


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building and Industrial News, March 25, 1913, 18:1 
Edwards Abstracts, March 20, 1913 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1908-1964 
1919 Sanborn map (machine shop, auto repair, 1455-1465 Bush) 
1929 Sanborn map (piston factory, 1455-1465 Bush) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  August 2009  
 (This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
Woodward had worked as a machinist in San Francisco during 1902 to 1905.  In 1904 his employers 
were Leavitt and Bill, who owned a bicycle shop at 307-309 Larkin Street and then began, at this time, 
to sell automobiles as well.  It is possible Woodward helped them to make the automobiles they sold.  
During 1907 and 1908 Woodward became a dealer in automobiles himself, and from 1910 to 1912 he 
owned an auto repair and machine shop at 31 Hyde Street.  He then constructed 1455 Bush Street as his 
new auto parts machine shop. 
 
With his location near Van Ness Avenue, Woodward was well-located to supply the dozens of auto 
repair shops and auto dealerships in the vicinity with custom-made or refurbished automobile parts.  He 
was probably one of the few machinists in San Francisco who did so.  Although Woodward was one of 
dozens of machinists in San Francisco, he was one of only a few within the study area (close to Van ness 
Avenue).  In 1914, the year after this building was built, he was one of fourteen machinists in the study 
area, out of 94 in the city.  In 1921 he was the only machinist in the study area, out of 84 in the city.  
Most machinists were located South-of-Market, and probably did not specialize in automobile parts. 
 
Only three other buildings in the study area still stand that served as machine shops for any length of 
time.  The only early example is 1045 Polk Street, which was occupied by a machine shop from its 
construction in 1924 through 1937 (thirteen years).  Two other buildings, at 155 Fell and 159 Fell, were 
occupied as a machine shop and by an auto parts manufacturer briefly in the 1940s-1950s. 
 
The occupants of this building, 1455 Bush, from 1947 to 1952 are unknown.  From 1953 to at least 1964 
the C. A. Malm Trunk Factory occupied the western portion of this building (which then had an address 
of 1465 Bush).  The eastern half of this building (#1455) was occupied by auto parts stores (British Auto 
Parts, in 1953; Shaw and Shaw Auto Parts, in 1960). 
 
To summarize, this building was occupied by an auto parts machinist, George H. Woodward, for 33 
years, from 1913 to 1946; and afterward had a divided use, as auto parts sales and a trunk and luggage 
factory. 
 
Integrity 
 
Alterations to the façade of this building have been minor.  It retains integrity of location, design, 
materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association.   
 
 


(Continued on page 4.) 
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Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as 
automobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according 
to the criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings 
were auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto 
painting shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry 
in San Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a 
building are its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in 
local auto industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to 
evaluations of buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-
1964. 
 
This is one of the oldest auto-related buildings in the study area, and it had a total of 47 years of 
longevity for all auto-related uses (to 1960).  It is, as well, by far the best example of an auto parts 
machine shop that still stands, and it had great longevity – 33 years – as this use. For these reasons, the 
building appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources at the local level under 
Criterion 1.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1913-1960. 
 
This building also appears to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2, for its association 
with George H. Woodward.  He was one of the earliest auto parts machinists in San Francisco, and he 
was probably the longest lasting as well.  His career may represent, better than that of any other 
machinist in San Francisco, the period before World War II, when auto parts were made locally, in order 
to repair the many dozens of brands of automobiles that were in existence then, and were not just 
shipped around the country from a few central shops. The Period of Significance under this criterion is 
1913-1946, when Woodward’s shop was here. 
 
Under Criterion 3:  This building is mostly conventional in its treatment.  It does have some elements 
that are effective, most importantly the texturing of the brick, the use of tan and brown hues, and the 
recessed panels in the wall surface.  The cornice, grouped windows, and symmetrical composition are 
also pleasing.  The integrity is also high.  Overall, it does not appear that the building quite rises to the 
level of distinction necessary to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are the textured brick wall surface, with its coloring and 
recessed panels; the cornice and dentil course; the four-part windows with their wooden mullions and 
double-hung wood sash; and the storefront window with its transom and original profiled framing. 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   3      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1348-1380 Bush Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Julius Brunton and Son battery shop  
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1348-1380 Bush Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN                   *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 668, lot 4 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This is a two-story brick masonry building that fills the width of its 71’-6” wide lot.  Near the top of 
the building, immediately below the low parapet, is a shallow cornice that is embossed with a 
swirling pattern.  Below this cornice is a course of dentils, a blank frieze, and a plain belt course.  A 
subordinate cornice of bricks runs at the second floor level.  The first story is framed by paneled end 
piers, each of which is decorated by a cartouche.  Aside from these piers, the first story has been 
completely remodeled with new siding and replacement metal framed windows and doors.  The 
second story is faced in original brick, painted white, but its windows also have replacement framing 
or sash.  A portion of the red brick eastern wall can be seen from the sidewalk in front of the 1969 
parking garage next door. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ____HP6 – two-story commercial building_________                    ________________________ 
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1917; published building contract  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
PEGASUS VI INVESTMTS LLC  
P O BOX 10476  
PLEASANTON CA  94588  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
 Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  July 2009  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 


survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   2    of   3      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1348-1380 Bush Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Julius Brunton and Son battery shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:  storage battery shop  B4.  Present Use:    
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1917. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
 
B9a. Architect:   A. W. Burgren  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance   n/a  Property Type   battery shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 


This building was built in 1917 for owner Thomas G. Taylor Co. to designs by architect A. W. Burgren.  Its first occupant, 
from 1917 to 1921, was the Willard Storage Battery Company.  It seems that Willard Storage Battery was a local battery 
maker who owned its own shop building here.  The next occupant, Julius Brunton and Sons, was also a battery shop owner, 
and during most or all of their time here they sold Willard batteries.  Previous to 1922 the Bruntons had had a Willard 
battery station at 553 Golden Gate Avenue and at 19th and Valencia streets, so it seems clear they took over the use of this 
building by arrangement with the Willard company.  From 1922 through 1929 the Bruntons maintained several battery 
service stations in San Francisco in addition to this building – e.g. at 1300 Fell, 4228 Geary, 1744 Market, 800 Valencia, 
and others – but 1380 Bush appears to have been their main location.  After 1929 it became their only location.  The 1929 
Sanborn map calls this building the Willard Storage Battery and Service Garage, which makes clear that the Bruntons were 
dealing primarily in automobile batteries.  During the late 1920s and 1930s, according to city directories, the Bruntons also 
sold radio batteries, automobile radios, and Zenith carburetors, and worked as automobile electricians.  In 1937 the 
Bruntons moved to 1460 Pine, a building that still stands but has been heavily altered. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 3.) 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Edwards Abstracts, March 28, 1917 (via Heritage files) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1918-1953 
1929 Sanborn insurance map: Willard Storage Battery and Service 


Garage, 1366-1380 Bush 
B13. Remarks: 
 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  July 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
The classified section of city directories lists 22 storage battery businesses in 1921, when this building 
was built; 29 in 1924; 47 in 1927, and 43 in 1929.  It is not clear how many of these businesses sold 
batteries for automobiles vs. other types of batteries.  It is also unknown how many other buildings stand 
that sold automobile batteries for many years. 
 
Within the study area, one building stands that had a related use for many years.  This is 930-950 Van 
Ness Avenue, which had as an occupant an auto electrical service company, the Automotive Service 
Agency, from 1920-1941.  This building has better integrity than 1348-1380 Bush does. 
 
After 1936, 1348-1380 Bush had non-auto-related uses, e.g. the Belmont X-Ray Company in 1938, the 
Brooks Manufacturing Co. in 1946, and Purcell Brother water heaters in 1953. 
 
Integrity 
 
Due to the extensive first story alterations and the complete replacement of original window sash and 
doors, this building no longer retains integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and association. 
Buildings to the immediate east and west are relatively new (1969 and ca. 2000, respectively), so this 
building has also lost integrity of setting.  Because the general dimensions of the building and the second 
story brick wall remains, it retains some integrity of feeling.  It also retains integrity of location. 
 
Evaluation 
 
Due to loss of integrity this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register of 
Historical Resources under criteria 1, 2, or 3. 
 
 





